
Air Bastion is the platform to promote and sponsor outdoor
air cleaning products. PUREAir Coin is its currency – turning
every transaction into a step towards air pollution
eradication.

Why we are building Ai Bastion and PUREAir Coin?
We are doing this because we’re in a mission. Every year 12.6 million people die due to air
pollution in this world. This is a very sad fact. And someone should be doing something about.

Also, this is costing the governments +$5 trillions annually, that shouldn’t we spent in this way.
That’s why we’re introducing Air Bastion and PUREAir Coin.

But what is it exactly?
Air Bastion is a platform where three personas come. Sponsors (usually corporations),
governments and citizens. All of them play different roles, but the baseline is they all interact in
the platform for different reasons to create and power the cleaning of the air.

How that happens?
Transactions in Air Bastion provide with funds to rapid machine development (and later on)
deployment - Pure Air Industries, collects part of the funds (the other part powers Air Bastion)
and deploys them towards their product – a unit to clean open air in cities.

Where we are now?
[Mechanical side] We have been working on it for a year, build different models and test different
parts of it, applied for a patent, contact regional governments, starting to talk with Asian
governments (as our main market is there). We keep pushing the boundary of what we can do
every day without any investment. We now need more money for R&D and to be able to
“survive” until governments agree to do trial testing.



[Software side] We just started lying out the foundations of the architecture of the platform. First
beta is going to be released in January.

Sale Mechanics
We are doing a pre-ICO and main ICO for our utility token. We are creating the token with a total
supply of: 500,000,000 PURE, 15% (75000000) of which is available during the pre-ICO at a
rate of 1ETH = 1000PURE.

Soft cap: 20000000
Goal: 55000000
Hard cap: 75000000

A nice read about the state of things and how everything ties together can be read here.

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2304490.msg23821078#msg23821078

